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Subjects

• Inheritance between classes

• access types

• What is inherited from the 

base class?

• Multiple inheritance
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Inheritance between classes

An important feature of classes is inheritance. 

This allows us to create an object derived 

from another one, so that it may include some 

of the other's members plus its own. For 

example, we are going to suppose that we 

want to declare a series of classes that 

describe polygons like our CRectangle, or 

CTriangle. They have certain common 

features, such as both can be described by 
means of only two sides: height and base. 
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Inheritance

This could be represented in

the world of classes with a

class CPolygon from which

we would derive the two

referred ones, CRectangle
and CTriangle
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Inheritance by Picture
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Explain to Picture

The class CPolygon would

contain members that are

common for all polygons. In

our case: width and height.

And CRectangle and

CTriangle would be its
derived classes.
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Some moment

Classes derived from others inherit all the 

visible members of the base class. That 

means that if a base class includes a 

member A and we derive it to another 

class with another member called B, the 

derived class will contain both A and B. 
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Prototype

In order to derive a class from another, we must 

use the operator : (colon) in the declaration of 

the derived class in the following way: 

class derived_class_name: public base_class_name;

where derived_class_name is the name of the 

derived class and base_class_name is the name of 
the class on which it is based. 
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An example

public may be replaced by

any of the other access

specifiers protected or

private, and describes the

access for the inherited

members, as we will see right
after this example:
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The Program 11-1 (1)
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The Program 11-1 (2)
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The Program 11-1 (3)
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The explain to 11-1

As you may see, objects of classes CRectangle and CTriangle each 

contain members of CPolygon, that are: width, height and 

set_values(). 

The protected specifier is similar to private, its only difference occurs 

when deriving classes. When we derive a class, protected members 

of the base class can be used by other members of the derived class, 

nevertheless private member cannot. Since we wanted width and 

height to have the ability to be manipulated by members of the 

derived classes CRectangle and CTriangle and not only by 

members of CPolygon, we have used protected access instead of 

private. 
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access types

We can summarize the different

access types according to whom can

access them in the following way:

where "not-members" represent any reference from outside the class, such as

from main(), from another class or from any function, either global or local.
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The explain

In our example, the members inherited by 

CRectangle and CTriangle follow with the same 

access permission as in the base class CPolygon: 

CPolygon::width           // protected access

CRectangle::width         // protected access

CPolygon::set_values()    // public access

CRectangle::set_values()  // public access
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The explain continue

This is because we have derived a class from the 

other as public, remember: 

class CRectangle: public CPolygon;

this public keyword represents the minimum level 

of protection that the inherited members of the 

base class (CPolygon) must acquire in the new 

class (CRectangle). The minimum access level 

for the inherited members can be changed by 

specifying protected or private instead of 
public.
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For example

For example, daughter is a class derived from mother that 

we defined thus: 

class daughter: protected mother;

this would establish protected as the minimum access level 

for the members of daughter that it inherited from 

mother. That is, all members that were public in 

mother would become protected in daughter, that 

would be the minimum level at which they can be 

inherited. Of course, this would not restrict that 

daughter could have its own public members. The 

minimum level would only be established for the 
inherited members of mother. 
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The explain

The most common use of an inheritance level 

different from public is private that serves to 

completely encapsulate the base class, since, in 

that case, nobody except its own class will be 

able to access the members of the base class 

from which it is derived. Anyway, in most cases 

classes are derived as public. 
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What is inherited from the base class?

In principle every member of a base 

class is inherited by a derived 

class except:

Constructor and destructor

operator=() member

friends
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The explain

Although the constructor and destructor of 

the base class are not inherited, the default 

constructor (i.e. constructor with no 

parameters) and the destructor of the base 

class are always called when a new object 

of a derived class is created or destroyed. 
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constructor definition

If the base class has no default constructor 

or you want that an overloaded constructor 

is called when a new derived object is 

created, you can specify it in each 

constructor definition of the derived class: 

derived_class_name (parameters) : 

base_class_name (parameters) {} 
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The Program 11-2 (1)
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The Program 11-2 (2)
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The Program 11-2 (3)
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difference

Observe the difference between which mother's 

constructor is called when a new daughter

object is created and which when it is a son

object. The difference is because the constructor 

declaration of daughter and son: 

daughter (int a)          // nothing specified: call 

//default constructorson

(int a) : mother (a)  // constructor specified: 

//call this one
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Multiple inheritance

In C++ it is perfectly possible that a class inherits fields and 

methods from more than one class simply by separating 

the different base classes with commas in the declaration 

of the derived class. For example, if we had a specific 

class to print on screen (COutput) and we wanted that 

our classes CRectangle and CTriangle also inherit its 

members in addition to those of CPolygon we could 

write: 

class CRectangle: public CPolygon, public COutput {

class CTriangle: public CPolygon, public COutput { 
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The Program 11-3 (1)
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The Program 11-3 (2)
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The Program 11-3 (3)
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Object

• Inheritance between classes

• access types

• What is inherited from the 

base class?

• Multiple inheritance
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Have you questions?
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Summary

• Inheritance between classes

• access types

• What is inherited from the base 

class?

• Multiple inheritance
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End of…

Thank you for

ATTENTION


